From our proposal from May 25, Article 7.K and L.

- ONA withdraws initial sentence on Staffing Plan
- SAGH accepts ONA Proposal “While maintaining safe staffing and … low census occurs.”
- #1.a. ONA withdraws “The Hospital may require …”
- #1.b ONA withdraws “The Hospital may require …”
- #2. ONA proposal to retitle from “Reduction in Staff” to “Shift Cancellations Due to Low Census” and grammatical changes.
- ONA accepts order of cuts, #2.a – 2.j
- #3 ONA accepts SAGH proposed language, except SAGH withdraws “ONA will share the responsibility …”
- #4 ONA accepts SAGH proposed language, except SAGH withdraws “If it is determined …”
- #5. ONA accepts SAGH proposed language, SAGH accepts ONA counter, “any portion of their shift” and delete “at least four hours”
- SAGH withdraws #5.a “Nurses who are placed …”
- SAGH accepts #5, bolded language, three paragraphs, first one reads: “A regular nurse …”
- ONA accepts #5.b
- ONA withdraws our initial proposal (NEW) L.
- ONA withdraws our proposal Article (OLD) 7.L.5: 12% low census cap, “Reduction in work hours … fifteen (15) minute increments.”
- SAGH accepts proposal Article (OLD) 7.L.5, delete existing language on 24 hour cut per pay period: “A regular nurse will not mandatorily lose more than … for the remainder of the shift.”